Nucleotide sequence and expression of a cDNA clone encoding a fetal rat binding protein for insulin-like growth factors.
The insulin-like growth factors (IGFs), IGF-I and IGF-II, occur in plasma and tissue fluids complexed to specific binding proteins. Although the role of the binding proteins is not completely defined, they are capable of modulating the biological activity of the IGFs. In order to better understand the function of these proteins, we have isolated a clone from the BRL-3A rat liver cell line that encodes a protein corresponding to the IGF binding protein in fetal rat serum. The cDNA clone encodes a precursor protein of 304 amino acids (32,886 daltons), comprised of a 34-residue hydrophobic prepeptide and a 270-residue mature protein (29,564 daltons). The deduced amino acid sequence agrees with the sequence of 173 amino acid residues determined by Edman degradation. The mature protein contains 18 cysteines and no N-glycosylation sites. It contains an Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD) sequence near the carboxyl terminus. A similar sequence is present on many extracellular matrix proteins and contributes to their recognition by cellular adhesion receptors. The cloned cDNA has been transcribed in vitro and the resulting RNA expressed in Xenopus oocytes. Injected oocytes secrete a 33-kDa protein that is immunoprecipitated by polyclonal antibodies to the BRL-3A binding protein and binds IGF-I and IGF-II with the same affinity and specificity as does purified BRL-3A binding protein. The binding protein cDNA probe hybridizes to an approximately 2-kilobase mRNA in BRL-3A cells and in multiple fetal rat tissues including liver, kidney, intestine, and lung. Levels of this mRNA are greatly reduced in the corresponding adult tissues. The rat IGF binding protein is closely related to the partial amino acid sequences reported for a bovine IGF binding protein and more distantly related to a human IGF binding protein that recently has been cloned. No significant homologies were identified to other proteins. Thus, the rat IGF binding protein that we have cloned appears to be a distinct member of a family of related IGF binding proteins. We postulate that the structurally distinct IGF binding proteins may have different biological functions.